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Abstract: In Proof-of-Work (PoW) based blockchain systems, rewards received by miners are proportional to the 

computation power under their control, hence they are incentivized to use powerful hardware such as ASIC. This 

prevents commodity computers from joining the network and keeping the system decentralized, and leads to 

widespread waste of computation power and electrical energy for personal benefit. In this paper, we propose a new 

consensus algorithm named Proof-of-CAPTCHAs (PoCA), which employs CAPTCHAs upon completion of each block 

computation in order to achieve an ASIC-resistant nature while preserving user anonymity.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The main distinguishing feature of permissionless blockchain systems is that they provide open participation while 

ensuring resistance against Sybil attack. This feature has never been achieved with traditional Byzantine fault tolerant 

protocols, such as PBFT [1]. Many cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, use Proof-of-Work (PoW) to achieve the above 

properties. However, in the past decade, the market has seen miners periodically upgrade mining rigs to compete with 

each other for the appealing profits yielded from their mining efforts. Eventually, individuals who cannot afford high 

performance mining hardware are not incentivized to remain as miners. To make matters worse, the overall trend of 

muscling up mining rigs for profit generation creates a direct impact to the environmental sustainability; miners who 

deploy powerful hardware for personal benefits have developed an irresponsible attitude towards controlling energy 

consumption. As of today, no means to stop such wasteful behaviour have been seen. Bitcoin mining has gone through 

several eras: CPU, GPU, FPGA, and ASIC [2]. Nowadays, Bitcoin mining difficulty has spiked up to a prohibitive 

level, making it almost impossible for a new miner with a commodity computer to enter the mining workforce. 

Moreover, certain mining pools cartels and exchanges have gained significant influence over the market by amassing 

large number of Bitcoins, thereby creating a new form of “chaotic central banks”. It is a direct threat to the 

blockchain’s basic premise: decentralization. [3,4,5,6,7] 

The proof-of-individuality (PoI) project creates anti-Sybil-tokens by relying on video pseudonym parties and Ethereum 

smart contracts [17]. The main security disadvantage is videos may show a recording instead of an actual livestream. 

Borge et al propose Proof-of-Personhood (PoP) to provide not only resistance against Sybil attacks, but also a fair 

wealth creation process [18]. Their work involves massive cryptographic concepts and rely on a Byzantine consensus 

protocol created by themselves, therefore,  PoP is a complex protocol and difficult to understand, analyse, and 

ultimately deployed in practical uses. We propose Proof-of-CAPTCHA (PoCA) to restrain the advantage of powerful 

mining hardware, help stabilize the crypto-network, discouraging irresponsible energy consumption, and incentivizing 

new miners to join. As far as we know, cryptographic CAPTCHAs is currently the only possible way to ensure ASIC-

resistance.  

 

II. BACKGROUND 

 

A. Cryptographic CAPTCHA 

CAPTCHAs is the acronym of Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart. It is a 

type of challenge–response test used in computing to determine whether the user is human. As far as we know, only 

few people were interested in CAPTCHAs as a tool for achieving general cryptographic tasks. The most developed 

would be the work done by Abishek Kumarasubramanian [9], who deployed CAPTCHAs for a straight-line extractable 

commitment scheme and demonstrated how to incorporate it into the framework of zero-knowledge and UC secure 

protocols. Von Ahn, Blum, Hopper and Langford utilized CAPTCHAs for image-based steganography [10]. Canetti, 

Halevi and Steiner construct a scheme around CAPTCHAs to prevent off-line dictionary attacks on encrypted data [11]. 
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Sandra and Debrup present an encryption protocol using CAPTCHAs that is secure against non-human profiling 

adversaries [12]. And finally, Dziembowski constructs a “human" key agreement protocol using only CAPTCHAs [13]. 

 

B. ASIC-Resistance  

One of the most abused and misused cryptocurrency notion in recent years is once-concerning claim of ASIC-

resistance, a term mostly used as an advertisement gimmick rather than a truthful presentation of cryptocurrency 

capabilities. In general, ASIC can be designed and manufactured to perform all existent hash functions [14]. In the 

crypto world, often a new hype is forged around a “fake” ASIC resistant algorithm. For instance, a big ASIC-resistance 

fuzz has recently been developed around the new Lyrar2v2 algorithm. However, upon closer investigation, the Vertcoin 

Lyra2v2 turns out to be simply ASIC non-friendly; it would merely fork to animate such resistance, referred to as an 

AAHF (Anti-Asic Hard Fork) [15].  

 

III. INCREMENTAL BLOCK REWARD (IBR) 

 

Proof-of-CAPTCHA (PoCA) is a two-layer consensus protocol that theoretically could be built on top of any existing 

blockchain consensus algorithms. The top level is restricted to a challenge-response type that uses cryptographic 

CAPTCHA. Because CAPTCHAs cannot be solved by machines, including ASICs, the presence of a human in front of 

a computer is inevitable. Solving a CAPTCHA challenge proves that a human is involved in the mining process 

without disclosing any information about this person, hence the feature "user anonymity". The nature of the bottom 

level depends on the second consensus algorithm X in use (e.g. PoW). As an illustration of the concept, we chose a 

Bitcoin-like PoW protocol as an example to be in the second level in fig.1.  

 

 
Fig.1 : PoCA Structure 

  

A. Network Model  

To ensure the implementation of PoCA, we incorporate in the network different roles and functionalities for the nodes. 

Guru Nodes, in short GN, generate and verify the CAPTCHA-solution pair (C;s). They are full nodes that can 

autonomously and authoritatively verify any transaction without external reference. Other nodes can ask updates about 

the network and they need to be aware of the GN list. GN detail functionalities, qualification conditions, reward 

programs, and other relevant features are still under development. Like Bitcoin’s block header, a block header under 

PoCA also contains block metadata: version, previous block hash, merkle root, timestamp, difficulty target, and nonce. 

We add another field-CAPTCHAstamp-the hash function created for the pair (C;s).  

 

B. PoCA Algorithm 

 
Fig.2 : State Machine Diagrams 

 

CAPTCHA puzzles are the key in distinguishing human from a machine or ASIC, hence the true ASIC-resistant nature 

of our proposed method. The CAPTCHA puzzles are modelled using a modified notation proposed by Abishek [9].  
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Fig.2a and Fig.2b show the state transitions of a GN and a mining node respectively. This mechanism allows us to 

distinguish between humans and machines.  

A human H is capable of solving CAPTCHA puzzles. GNs generate a cryptographic CAPTCHA puzzle by running a 

generation algorithm denoted by G in fig.3. This algorithm outputs a CAPTCHA-solution pair (C;s) and its specific 

CAPTCHAstamp  . Block generation under PoCA has two phases. A miner contacts a GN to get the CAPTCHA 

challenge C and PoW difficulty dpow. Once a solution is found, the miner sends the proposed solution sp to the GN. The 

GN verifies whether sp is correct. If so, the GN sends Hc back to the miner; If not, it sends an empty string ε. The miner 

keeps solving 

C and sending sp to GN until Hc is received, and then the miner can proceed to assemble a block with collected 

transactions and solve PoW.  

 

 
Fig.3 : CAPTCHA generation Algorithm 

 

Once succeeding in solving the PoW, the miner broadcast the newly generated block K to the network. The whole 

mining process is summarized in fig.4. 
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Fig.4 : PoCA Algorithm 

 

In fig.3 and fig.4 , avgInterval(Ch)(.) calculates the average block interval over the last 2016 blocks (same as Bitcoin) 

Iact is the actual average block interval; Itar is the target block interval; dPoCA is the CAPTCHA’s difficulty; 

avgCAPTCHATime(Ch)(.) calculates the average CAPTCHA solving time over the last, for example, 2016 blocks; 

Iact_pow is the actual average PoW solving time. dpow is the PoW difficulty.  

The CAPTCHA layer itself is ASIC-resistant but vulnerable to Sybil attack. A miner can run multiple mining software 

instances and reproduce the solution on other instances once the CAPTCHA challenge is solved on one instance. In 

contrast, the PoW layer is vulnerable to ASIC mining but Sybil-attack-resistant. To strike a balance between the two, 

dpow  must be tuned carefully. Upper bound and lower bound are set for this purpose: dmin is the lower bound to prevent 

Sybil attack; dmax is the upper bound to ensure little benefit of using ASIC.  

Guru is the network address info of a GN; res is the sp validation result returned by the GN; ε is the empty string. 

CAPTCHAreq is the request from a miner asking for the CAPTCHA challenge for the next block; m is a miner; x is a 

list of transactions to be included in the next block; Ch is the current blockchain from the miner’s view; ctr is the nonce 

value; p is the header hash of the previous block; head(.) returns latest block on a blockchain. The latest block is 

represented by <Hc´,ctr´,p´,x´> [16];T is the threshold for a block header hash to be valid; Tmax is the maximum target 

hash; H(.) is a hash function, e.g. SHA256. M(.) is the Merkle tree function; h is the Merkle root; q is the number of 

times the algorithm is allowed to brute-force the hash function inequality in line 19.  

 

C. PoCA Analysis 

Assume miner m controls a single processing power unit, i.e. m can compute 1 hash per second. Every hash has the 

probability of 1/dpow to be valid. If m solves PoW at t
th 

second, it must be the case that all the hashes before (t-1)
th 

second are invalid and the one at t
th

 second is valid. Thus, single processing power unit PoW solving time conforms to 

geometric distribution with success probability 1/dpow. According to the property of geometric distribution, the mean 

value of single processing power unit PoW solving time is dpow, the reciprocal of success probability. Similarly, for 

miners holding n processing power units, the mean PoW solving time is dpow /n. 

 

 
 Fig.5 Mean block generation time against processing power units under PoCA 
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CAPTCHA must be solved by a human, so we can safely assume CAPTCHA solving time conforms to a normal 

distribution, and its mean value is denoted by tCA_mean. Since a miner must solve both CAPTCHA and PoW, the mean 

block generation time against processing power units owned by a miner is plotted in fig.5. tCA_mean becomes 

increasingly dominant as the processing power increases, thereby effectively restraining the advantages of large miners, 

and ultimately controls the amount of electrical energy consumed by the PoCA-manifested cryptocurrency network. 

 

IV. POCA SIMULATION 

 

To demonstrate the ASIC-resistant property of PoCA, we have executed a Monte-Carlo simulation. A random function 

is employed to choose a lucky miner who has the privilege to propose the next block and be rewarded. The network is 

configured as 100 miners where 60, 30 and 10 miners control 1 unit, 1.5 units and 2 units hash power respectively to 

simulate the non-uniform distribution of computing power. The coin supply is 1.68 million in total. fig.6 illustrates that 

with PoW, wealth is far from evenly distributed. Miners with higher computation capacity, i.e. more powerful mining 

hardware like ASIC, gain more coins. Specifically, the expected rewards of miners with 1 unit, 1.5 units and 2 units 

hash power are 13440 coins, 20160 coins and 26880 coins respectively.  

 

 
Fig.6 Wealth distribution in PoW case 

 

CAPTCHA solving time is set as 99% of the total PoCA solving time. The simulation results in fig.7 shows PoCA 

significantly restrains the advantage of high-end mining hardware and thus even out the wealth distribution.    

 

 
Fig.7 Wealth distribution in PoCA case 

 

V.  CONCLUSION  

 

We proposed PoCA in this paper and demonstrated its resistance against ASIC. PoCA-based blockchain systems is 

designed to help consume less energy, encourages new miners to join, and enables fair wealth creation.  
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